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When a model of some situation is described by a Markov chain, it is of practical 
interest o determine how such a chain will behave when subjected to perturbation 
of some kind, In this paper the problem is examined for a Markov chain (with a 
discrete state space and a continuous parameter) whose matrix of intensities is 
modified by perturbation mechanism forcing a chain to return to “permissible”’ 
states <whenever it happen, to enter ““forbidden” states. The properties of the 
modified chain are then expressed in terms of those of the original chain and by 
“‘compensation” resulting from perturbation. The technique mployed in this study 
is the 66compensation method” developed by I, Keilson in a series of papers ince 
1964. 
The compensation method has its roots in the boundary probIems of the classical 
potential theory, and is naturally suited to treat perturbation problems. Moreover, 
the method formulates the independent approach to the modern probabilistic 
potential theory, and this paper contains ome comments on this matter. The main 
object of interest is the distribution of the modified chain on the permissible states, 
and it is shown that tne compensating term may be regarded as a potential 
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compensation charge (whose total charge is zero). This is the ordinary Green 
potential if the original chain is transient, and becomes the “ergodic potential” 
wihen the original chain is ergodic. T’le potential theory for ergodic chains used 
here follows Keilson’s approach, and i E based on the “fundamental matrix” of the 
ergodic chain. 
The main theme of this paper is that one deals here with two chains simulta- 
neously, and consequently, the compensation must take into account potential 
theoretic proplerties of both chains. This, leads to several important relationships 
between these chains. Moreover, a closer look at the comperlsation method reveals 
its connection with perturb,ation theory iof semi-groups, provided by the “second 
resolvent equation”. This, in turn, estrrbhshes a link with FLU. Prabhu’s work on 
Wiener-Hopf factorization of semi-groups. 
This paper comprises two sections, with Section 1 containing main results, and 
Section 2 treating a rather special case, IZach section ends with several illustrative 
examples, all of which (with one exception) seem to be novel “perturbations” of 
familiar chains. 
Section 1 treats the perturbation model, originated by J. Keilson, with replace- 
ments governed by a replacement distribution over permissible states - using the 
replacement matrix introduced by Arjas and Speed. The role of the compensation 
method in perturbation models is examined in detail. The main results concerning 
the limiting distribution of the modified chain, restricted to permissible states, are 
presented in Section 1.5. 
Section 2 disrusses aspecial model sug;gested byDynkin’s discussion of transfor- 
mations on thlz state space. The transformation in question corresponds to the 
deterministic replacement matrix and this leads, for a special class of chains, to 
rather surprising simplification of the general solution. 
In order nolt to overburden the text, the interpretation of the results in terms of 
potential theory has been postponed to :I companion paper on “Ergodic Potential 
Theory”. This second paper will develop the potential theory for ergodic chains, 
based on the fundamental matrix of a chain, in a much wider setting than mere 
application to replacements. 
The author wishes to express his thanks to J. Keilson for suggesting the problem 
and for numerous discussions; and to him and to E. Arjas, J.W. Cohen, N.U. 
Prabhu, Th. Runnenblurg and 6. Yang for their valuable comments and for their 
patrence in listening to unfinished incomplete results. 
1. General mo 
This section describes a perturbation model in which the intensity matrix of the 
original Markov chain i:s transformed (with the help of the replacement matrix) 
resulting in the modified Markov chain, Of primary interest is this modified chain 
restricted tlo a subset of “permissible” states. 
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After some preliminaries on Markov chains in Section l.I, the perturbation 
mechanism is described in Section 1.2 and the role of the replacement matrix is 
&cussed. Section 1.3 introduces the compensation kernel, the principal tool of the 
subsequent analysis. Interpretation in terms of the first passage times is discussed in 
SpLction 1.4. The main results concerning the limit behavior of the modified chain 
restricted to “permissible” states, are presented in Section 1.5. 
As the emphasis is on the perturbation mechanism and compensation ml=thod, 
the underlying Markov chain is taken in the simplest form. 
1.1. Original chain 
Consider a time homogeneous Markov chain (M.C.) X = {X,, 0 G t c 00) wih a 
discrete state space n (a single communicating class) generated by the standard 
stochastic transition matrix P(r) = (pii(t Le:: Q = (qij), with qci = - @, be the 
corresponding conservative matrix of intensities. Assume that all states are stable 
(4i < m) and that both the backward (I3) and the forward (F) Ko!mogorov equations 
hold: 
$ P(t) ;t= QP(t), (W 
d 
;iTP(t) = P(t)Q, (IV 
for t 2 0, with P(0) = I (identity matrix). In the sequel, P(t) will denote the unique 
common solution (the minimal solution) of those equations, assumed to be 
stochastic. A sufficient condition for this is that all qi are bounded, but this 
condition will not be imposed. For properties of M.C.‘s used here, see (3). 
The concise matrix notation will be used for convenience. Thus, the Markov 
(semi-group) property is expressed by the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation 
P(t + s) = P(t)P(.s), t 3 0, s a 0, 
and standardness of P(t) and the 
respectively: 
definition of d) (the infinitesimal generator:) are, 
lim P(t) = I = P(O), Q = lim B!k! 
l-+0 t-0 t - 
both limits taken pointwise. Functions and meassures on the state space n (with a 
discrete topology) will be represented by column. and row vectors, respectively. A 
vector with all its components 1 will be denoted by 1. For a function f = cf(l’)) and a 
measure pc = (p(j)) on l7, expressions P(t)f and pP(t) are defined on 17 com- 
ponentwise by: 
WfIi) = Pptt)ti) = 2 P(ihi(t) 
I 
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with summatiow raken over all states in H. Thus, the stochastic transition matrix is 
P(t)1 = 1 (ah row sums are 1) and the conservative intensity matrix is Q 1 = 0 (:a11 
row sums are m-o). Denoting the initial distribution of X0 bv rr, the absolute 
distribution of X,, is VP(~). 
Similar notation will be used for other kernels introduced later. The Laplace 
transform of p&) will be denoted by u;. The matrix U” = (u$) is the resolvent Car 
a-potential) of the Markov semi-group: 
e""P( t )dt, a > 0 
with U”f and pUa defined, as above, with kernel (UP;). When QL = 0, it will be 
dropped from notation. Taking transforms of the (B) and (F) equations, one has in 
matrix form 
(cd-Q)U” =I, m 
for a > 0, indicating that the resolvent U” is the inverse of crH - Q. The Markovian 
property is expressed by the resolvent equation 
The given transition matrix P(t) induce? two positive endomorphisms, both 
denoted by i)(t), acting on the space B = ($33 (17) of bounded measurable functions 
on L! with supremum norm, and on the space 3u = A(n) of bounded signed 
measures on ,LI with total variation norm, defined by P(t# and by pP(t) for f E 3 
and g E A9 rIespecGvely. Thus: 
llfli =e SUP I f(OL Ml= cIPwl* 1 I 
The norm of the operator P(t) is defined in the usual way, and P(f)1 = 1 implies 
that IlPct>ll= 1; hence 
Thai spaces 9 and 4 are connectt=d by the scalar product: 
and p 9 P(r)f y= p.P(rj # fi 
Strong conve , in 4) means uniform pointwise c
whereas weak ce means bounded p~in~wis~ conve rice, It is k.nowil 
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In the following use will be made of measures in Jdc endowed with strong 
operator topology (with the strong infinitesimal generator Q and the strong 
resolvent U”). For p E 4, the (F) and (B) equations 
-$dyt) = pP(t)Q = pQP(t) 
have the unique solution whose Laplace transform satisfies: 
and (with strong limits>: 
ljlIJ paUa = lim pP(t), 
t-m 
lim pall” 
a-w= 
= iii pP(t) = p. 
In general, Q is an unbounded operator, but UaQ = QU” and U” are bounded, 
with /a/“/sI/ a or a > 0. In the important special case when supiqi < 00, the f- 
operator Q is bounded. 
1.2. Replacement 
Consider a fixed subset S of the state space Do and write SC = n -- S. The states in 
S are “permissible” and those in SC are “forbidden.” Modify the original MC. X in 
the following way: transitions from S to SC are to be forbidden - every such 
transition is replaced by a transition to (permissible) states in S. On the other hand, 
transition from SC to S or to SC itself are unaffected. All these transitions are to be 
governed by a replacement matrix R whose form is determined below. In ebfect, 
the original matrix Q of intensities is to be modified to produce a new intensity 
matrix 0” (on the same state space ZT). 
For convenience, matrices will be displayed in the partiknea form; for example 
SC s 
The replacement mechanism described above means that the sub-matrix CL is 
replaced by 0, whereas the sub-matrix Ogi is rep!accd by a modified sub~rn~t~ 
which takes care of return transitions to S, It is now required thort 
transitions be super’ sed on transitions 
form: 
arid Q* is to be again the conservative matrix with row sums zero. 
TFtke replacement matrix R = (fig) is a stochastic matrix (row sums unity) whose 
Ir!mentss rlj are probabilities that a state i is to be replaced by a state j. ‘Thus, ff3r 
fixed i, 4. is the rep1 cement d:istribution over states in n; see 1[1]+ According to the 
;placement mechanism described above, the appropriate form of R is: 
SC s 
SC 0 R** 
R= ( 1 s 0 I 
where RI2 is a rectangular mat:ria (with row sums unity) describing the distribution. 
of replacements from SC into S. 
Consider the partition of the identity J1 I- Jz = I, where 
and note that: Q = JIG? -t- J&, wher:: 
As required, JIQ is unat%ectel:l, but J2Q must be replaced by J&R. Thus 
Q* = .T,Q -I- J2QR. (1 1) . 
Q%= a2 + 6221 is2 (13 . 
as requ irrcd. Explicitl;y : 
i is olbtained by addition to qij of “foided” rows of q# corresponlJling tok E SC, 
weighted according tC> the replacement distribution rrJj. Formally: 
he (coc~ervat,ioe .) intensity matrix 
cements according to the cement matrix R (with 
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defined by (H), where Q is the (conservative) intensity matrix of th 
The following are the immediate consequences of the defi;trition: 
Lemma 1.2. With Q* and Q related by (1.1): 
J,Q* = JQ, JzQ* = JzQR 
AQ*Jt = AQJ,, JZQ *Jr, = J,QR 
R*= R, QR = Q*R 
Q*-Q=&Q(R-I)= 
( - “,, Qz:R,z) 
(13) 
l 
an$qfS qi for all i E II. 
Let P*(t) = (p:,(t)) be the transition matrix of the modified1 MC X* r= 
(X?, 8 G t < 00) with the same state space i7, co J Q Mr --nonding to the modified intensity 
matrix Q*. In partitioned form: 
SC s 
SC 
P*(t) = 
( 
E*(t) P?*(t) 
\ 
s 0 C*(t) 1 
where P&(t) = 0, because Q rI = 0. As it is known, given Q* there exists a uniqu 
standard minimal so!iution of both the backward (B’) and the forw 
Kolmogorov equations: 
$ P*(t) = Q*P*(t), w) 
$ P*(t) = P*(t)Q +, ) 
for t 3 0, with P*(O) = 1 3 see [3, y. * 253]. If ihtS minimal solution is stochastic, th 
is the unique solution of both systems (B*) and (I:*). It wiii be assumed there 
that B*(t)1 = 1. 
Remark. The character of the mtodified chain depends in an cssen 
replacement matrix R. Examplelr, in Section I.6 indica:te that pro 
recurrence of a chain need not be preserved. In order to ex 
er assumptions on its structure must be imposed. 
A special case Iwhich occurs frequently in appllicsrtion , 
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as it leads to rather special results. Thiis is the case when replacements are made 
only to a fix(t:d :state iin S9 say s. Then, for each k E SC: 
0 for j# s, 
I’jli ==.t 
1 forj=s, 
so RI2 has all columns 0, except the sth which consists of 1%. 
The basic idea of thle perturbation method is to express the matrix P*(r) of the 
modified MC in termfin of the! matrix P(t) of the original M.CL The problem is in the 
domain of Perturbation Theory for semi-grcups. Indeed, the original generator Q 
is perturbe:d to pj”oduce a new generator Q * = Q + (Q* - Q), with Q * - Q being 
the perturbing operator. 
The compensaGon method introduced by J. Keilson [14, 151, and suggested by 
the boundary problems of the classical Potential Theory, is the natural tool to study 
the perturbation .modei. The idea of the compensation method is to interpret he 
transformation o:F the f:)riginal MC. X into the modified MC. X*, in term!5 of the 
actual dyna!mics of the .X-chain. This is achieved by regarding the transitions to the 
forbidden states ol SC, and sttbsequent return to the permissible states of S? ~~1s being 
caused by negative charge insel*ted in SC (annihilation) and equal positive charge 
inserted in S @:ation) thereby “compensating” for the change in dynamics. 
Thbs is achieved witlh the help of a compensation kernel C(t), defined below ; 
note that C(I) hits some of its terms negative, and its row sums vanish. 
nitiour 1.3. The matrix C(U) = (Cij(t)) defined by: 
C(t) = P*(t)(Q* - Q), t a 0, (14) b . 
with C(O) =: Q ‘t - Q, is called th e compensation kernel. For measures p and 
functions f on LIP the vectors PC(~) and C(g)f are called time dependent 
compensation me~ltsure and campensatlion fwzction, respectively, 
In partitioned form: 
As Q and P(t)Q = (t) are usu;aily unbounded, only those measures p E & 
will be consiciered for which also the scalar product of positive measure 1p 1 and 
function 4 = (q*) i:s finite: 
t then follows that each rnatrix roduct will be a well. defined matrix, the elements 
of’ which are given by abs,olutely convergent series (similarly, for row sum). This 
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will allow associativity of matrix products (at least in cases of interest). Observe thEt 
is satisfied by unit measures 1~“ (i) = &i for fixed k, and trivially for 
when the qi are bounded. For yl being a probability measure, 
has the natural probabilistic interpretation. Thus, for all practical 
purposes condition (M) is no restriction at all. 
For matrix products involving C(t), stronger conditions are neede:d. Indeed, 
some kind of “smahness” of the perturbing operator Q* = Q is required. It turns 
out that boundedness of Q * - Q is sufficient, and equation (1.3) suggests that it is 
sufficient o assume that only row sums of the sub-matrix Qzl are uniformly 
bounded, i.e., 
c qi& s b for every i in S. %b) 
&ES= 
Fortunately, this is noit too heavy a restriction, and is satisfied in most cases of 
practical interest (in particular when SC is finite, or when the qi are bounded on SC 
only). 
Observe that [3, Theorem 11.3.11 implies that under condition (M): 
and therefore: yB(t). Q = p . P(t)Q and P(t)Q l 1 = P(t) l Ql = 0. Similar rela- 
tions hold for P*(t) and Q *, but ~7 G qi implies that also: 
However, when both chains are considered simultaneously one has only, in view of 
(1.3), that: 
b(Q*- Q)Il621~ 1-4, Il~Wll~21~ IWh. 
Lemma 1.4. Wnder condifions (M) and (b), fhe compensation measure C(f) is well 
defined, and 
II Q * - Q 11 s 2b, II w>ll s 2b? 
/K(f)1 = 0, pC(f)R = 0, 
(1% . 
P*(s)C(f) = C(f + s), f a 0, s 2 0, (1 6) a 
and Cij( l ) are continuous fwzcfions of f for 0 S f < do. 
roof. Under condition (b), 
C )~:j-~i~IQ26. 
ence: 
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and this yields the first assertion. Therefore, p l P*(t)@ * - Q) = 
pP*(t) ” (cl * - Q), and ehe second assertion follows from the fact that C(t)1 = 0, 
C(t)R :=: 0. Si;nilarly for the last assertion. 41.6) indicates that each column of C(t) 
satisties: 
P*(s)c,ri(t) = Cij(t i 5)~ t 2 0, S a 0, j E n 
so for fixed j, the functions c.~( l ) form the exit law for the modified chain. Hence, 
cJ l ) is a continuous function of t for 0 G t < co; see [4, Proposition 1, page 21. IJ 
In his analysis,, Keilson [17] considered 
P*(t)Q”’ = P*r(t)Q + P*(t)(Q* - 
the (F*)-equation and wrote 
Q). 
Hence, tlhe (F*)-elquation takes the form: 
$ P*(t) z= P*(t)Q + C(t), t 2 0. (17) . 
This is a non-homogeneous linear equation with the “forcing term” C(t). Its formal 
solution, expressed in the matrix form, is 
I 
I 
P*(t) = PI(f) + C(t - ,s)P(s)ds, t a 0 (18) . 
0 
where R(t) is the solution of the homogeneous (F)-equation for the original MC. 
TIlw.wem l.§. Undea’ conditions (M) and (b), the solution of the non-homogeneous 
equazion 
&P*(t) = pP*(t)Q + @C(t), t 3 0, (L7’) 
with pP*(O) = p, is given by : 
’ /P*(t) = ,uP(t) + 
I 
,uC(t - s)P(s)ds, t ao. (1.8’) 
0 
roof. In view of Lemma 1.4, the result follows in the standard way. El 
Denote by U*a = (u y,“) the Laplace transform matrix of P*(t). The transformed 
version of the (B*) and (F*) equations are: 
aU”” - 1 :z ,g*k/*=, * (B ) 
aU”” * (F ) 
* is ti boundeld operator on A. 
ace transform of C(t): 
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C”= m c e-‘"'C(t )dt, a! > 0 
Jo 
with 1 ~QC” 11 s 2b 11 p 11. Hence, 
C” = U*“(Q* - Q) 
whereas the transform of (1.8) 
(1.4) yields: 
(1 9) . 
with the convolution integral, yields: 
u *a=ua+caua) cY>o. (1 JO) 
This relation is known as the “second resolvent equation;” cf. [12, p. 1971. It can be 
obtained formally from the identity: 
(aa - Q)( U”” - U”)(al-Q*)= Q*-Q 
easily deduced from the fact that resolvents are inverses of cul - Q and cwl - Q *. 
Remark 1. Consider operators P(t) and P*(t) acting in the strong sense on the 
space A of measures. The requirement of the Perturbation Theory of semi-groups 
that the perturbation issufficiently “‘small,” is usually expressed by the assumption 
that (Q ” - Q)P(t) is a bounded operator on A, and that 
I ’ 11 Q* - Q)P(t)l/dt < 00 0
with P(t) strongly continuous for t a 0. 
L.Jnder the above assumption, define P:(t) by P:(t) = P(t) and 
pPZ(t) = I ’ pPL(s)(Q * -Q)P(t-s)ds, n = 1,2 ,..., 0 
The Perturbation Theorem then asserts that the strongly continuous P*(t), 
corresponding to Q*, is given by: 
P*(t) = 2 r t(t), 
n=O 
the series converging absolutely, uniformly with respect o t in each finite interval. 
Moreover: 
P*(t) = P(t) + I ’ P*(s)(Q* - Q)P(t - s)ds, t 20, 0 (1.11) 
with the integral taken in the strong sense; and P*(t)1 = 1. 
For the proof see [7, Theorem 19, p. 6311, [12, Theorem 13.4.1, p. 3991 and 12 
Theorem 4.21. Write Uza for the Laplace transform of P:(t). In the course o 
proof it is shown that: 
puta = dJfXQ* - Q)U* = pU*[(Q* - Q)U"]", n = 1,2,. . . . 
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Hence 
p[/*” = 2 puy = puyx - (Q* - Q)Ua]-‘, ff >o, 
n=O 
which, of course, gives the second resolvent equation (1.10). 
The connection of this approach with the compensation argument of Theorem 
1.5 is evident. The present situation is, however, simplified by the special structure 
of Q*- Q. Indeed, as Q* - Q is a bounded operator, it can be easily verified that 
II(Q* - Q)P(Nl is a decreasing function of t, asstiming the finite value at t = 0, 
hence integrable as required. The compensating effect of C(t) is clearly visible in 
equntion (118), which has been already obtained by Leviatan 1221, and equations 
(1.8) and (1 Al) agree. 
It should be added that the perturbation technique has been used to study 
Markov processes with creation aind annihilation of masses (corresponding to 
random starting and termination times); see [11, 13, 221. In the present situation, 
both P*(t) and B(t) are stochastic, however; see also [12]. 
Remark 2‘ From (1.9) and (1.10) one can derive several useful relations. For 
example, for cy > 0: 
(d-Q*)(X+Ca)=aP-Q (1.12) 
or equivalently 
Vu[X - (Q* - Q)U”] = Ua. (1.13) 
This last form of the second resalvent equation expresses U*” directly in terms of 
the original chain. 
J. Keilson’s original purpose lin introducing the compensation method was to 
replace the Wiener-Hapf technique in the complex plane (for homogeneous 
chains) by the analysis in the time domain. U. Prabhu 125, 261 investigated 
Wiener--Hopf decomposition for convolution semi-groups and for Markovian 
semi-groups; ee also [6] and [8, p. 2981. Formula (1.12) resembles such decomposi- 
tions. Illdeed, one can llook at the original chain (with generator Q) as being 
der;vinp~~sed into the modified chain (with generator Q*) and the compensation 
process corresponding to the term I + Cu. 
1.4. First entrance 
it will be convenient at this stage to interrupt he main discussion for auxiliary 
comments on the first entrance times to the set S, in order to interpret some of the 
results already obtained and ihose forthcoming. In particular, the foregoing 
theorem provides additional clarification of the mechanism of compensation. 
As the starting point, note that in the obvious delcomposij ion QI * r= .T1 Q * + Jz 
the component inatrices 
Q” = S,Q* = J,Q, Q” = JzQ* = JZQ 
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are themselves infinitesimal generators. Denote the semi-groups they generate by 
P”(b), P”(I), 0 G t, respectively. 
.6. The modifzed stochastic transition matrix P*(t) admits the following 
decomposition : 
P*(t) = P”(t)+ P”(t), t MI (1.14) 
where P”(t) = &Y*(t) is a matrix of first entrance: probabilities to S, with P”(0) = J1, 
whereas P”(t) = &P*(t) is a matrix corresponding to transitions within S, with 
PS(0) = J2. 
Proof. (i) Let T be the first entrance time to S (from initial position in SC) defined 
in the usual way as the infimum of all times when the original MC is in S. 
Regarding states in S as absorbing, one obtains the equation for the first entrance 
probabilities H(t) to S (starting in SC): 
$H(r) = H(t)Q”, tao 
with II(O) = I. Here H(t) has the form: 
H(r)= (yo H’10) 
because only absorption 
the taboo probabilities: 
from states outside S is considered. Elements of H,,(t) are 
spii(t)=P{X,=j,T~t)Xo=i}, iES’,jES’ 
and those of H**(t) give the distribution of the first entry position Y, in S: 
P{XT=j,TstIXo=i}= 
I 
(II kzC Spik (S)qki ds, i E SC9 j E S. 
see [28, 301 for details (strong Markov property). 
(ii) Since JIQ * = J,Q, and the set S is closed for the modified &lain, it follows 
that the first entrance time T* to S (from SC) for the modified chain coincides with 
T. Their common distribution is HII( 
Since S is closed, the modified chain starting in SC will necessarily stay in S after 
entering it. Write now: 
Pi(t) = P(XT = j, T* s t 1 Xc = i} for i E S’, j E S 
{X’: = j, T* > t 1 Xz = i} for i E SC, j E SC 
:= 0 for iES,jEI?.. 
The matrix P”(t) = (pi(t)) catisfies the equation: 
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$P”(t)= Pa(t)Qa + P”(t)Q”, t a0 
with P=(O)= J1. Here P”(t) has the form: 
Pa(t)= (Pry) “6”‘) 
because only the entry to S and the subsequent stay in S are considered 
(iii) On the other hand, in the closed set S one has transitions wizh S itself (both 
from the original chain and from replacements with replacement matrix I?$. All 
these transitions are governed by Q ;2, and consequently all sub-matrices of Q” (in 
partitioned form) vanish e>;cept Q ‘g2. The matrix P”(t) = (pi(t)) of the corrc +~lond- 
ing probabilities satisfies t{he equlation 
: 
$ P”(t) = P”(t)Q’, tao 
with P’(IO) = J2. Here P”(t) has the form: 
0 0 
P’(t) = ( 1 0 Pi*(t) 
because or;ly transitions in S are considered. 
(iv) Consider now the (F*)-equation 
$ P*(r) = P*(t)Q* = 
~Tl(f)c?*l PT,(t)Qu + P%(t)Q L 
0 0 ) + (: p:.,p,,:,) 
However., comparison of equations yields: 
P*(t)Q” = [&P*(t) + J,P*(t)][J&* + J,Q*] 
= P”(t)Q” + Pa(t,u .’ -k I’“(t)Q” 
with 
Pa(t) = JIP*(t), P’(t) = JzP*(t), 
.Fqt) = P&(t) =z E?,,(t), P%(t) = Pll2(f), 
P$= P&(t). cl 
Thus, elements of Pfl(t) are the taboo probnbilities spjj(t), elements of P?,(t) are 
distributions P%(t) (for i ff SC, j E S), whereas the elements of P&(t) are the plain 
transition probabilities pf!{t) for the restricted chain on the closed set S. 
In particular, the probability of the fkst entrance to S (i.e., the probability that 
the first entrance time is finite, conditional on the initial position outside S) is: 
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di = lim C PTj(i+), 
I=-+- jES 
{T*<t(Xg=i} 
r+m 
=P{T*<mIXg=i} iES”. 
Indeed, Theorem 1.6 decomposes the modified chain into the sub-chains corre- 
sponding to entering S and restriction to S. 
1.5. Limits 
As it is well known, the ergodic theorem for the M.C. with P(t) shows that the 
limits 
limpij(t)kili CrUt=eij20, i,jEl7 
r4m 
exist, and that the limit matrix E = (eij) satisfies the relations: 
EP(t) = P(t)E, EE=E, EQ=QE=O, El~l; 
if eii # 0, then Cj eij s 1, see [3]. By the dominated convergence theorem, for any 
~~42 also PEEA and 
If the original chain is ergodic (i.e., positive recurrent), then all rows of E are: 
identical, strictly positive and add to one; if the original chain is transient, all eij 
vanish. 
For the modified chain with P*(t), one has the analogous set of relations for the: 
limit matrix E * = (e Tj): 
lim P*(t) = lim dJ*” = E*. 
1-+- 
However, the states in SC are now transient, so E * is necessarily of the form: 
E” = 
As S is a closed set (for the modified chain), elements of E T2 involve the entrance: 
probabilities to S, and elements of E & give the limit distribution on S. Observe that 
(by the Faitou Lemmaj, if E&i = 
This is the case when E “1 = 1 
distributions). 
Of primary importance; is the 
1, then necessarily di = 1 for all i = SC, see 1(1 .l!!+ 
(i.e., when rows of E t2 and EZz form F~r~per 
following extension of Defiinition 1.3: 
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efinitjon 1.7. The matrix C = (cii) defined termwise by 
@ = lim C(f) = lim aC” 
I-+_ a-0 
9.16) 
whenever the limit exists, is called the (limit) compensation kernel. The vectors PC 
;nd Cf m, called compensation measure and compensation function, respectively. 
TPlcesru!~~ IA Under conditions (M) and (b), and for E "1 = 1, the compensation 
kernel C and the compensation measure ,uC exist (as pointwise limits), and are given 
by: 
C= E*(Q*- Q),= E*(-QJ, (1.17) 
lim /K(f) = lim &I” = PC. 
t--r00 a 10 
(1.18) 
F’uirthermore : 
II Cl1 d 2h (1.19) 
j&Cl = 0, j&X = 0. 
Proof, For every i, j irl l7: 
Cij = lim Cij(1’)=lim C pTk(f)(qZj-qkj)= C eTk(qEj-qkj) 
t-m t-00 k k 
because 1 q rj - qkj(‘g2b and &eTk= 1, so the Helly argument applies; cf. [5, 
Theorem 4.4.2). (Note that the summation is actrually over k E S.) 
By the dominated convergence theorem: 
lim C /L(i)Cij(t) = 2 /&(i)Cii, j E II 
t-w i i 
because 1 cij (t) 1 G 2 b. 
Furthermore, 
lIPal s 2b IIP II9 
Other asszrtions follow from ,uE ‘k l (Q * - Q) = ~l_c 9 C. 
Since always df*(.t)/dt--PO, ii follows from (1.7) that P*(t)Q * E*Q, usder 
conditions of Theorem 1.8. 
The connection between limit matrices E * and E will be established, in tr;rms of 
the compensation kernel, by passage to the limit (as QI 4 0) in the secon 
equation (1.10): 
CdP” = nU” + aC”U”, CY >o. 
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Bepend.ing on the choice of the replacement matrix R, as examples in Section 8.6 
indicate, the transiency and the ergodicity of the original chain need not be 
preserved under perturbation. Instead of discussion of all possibilities, )only four 
basic caises (corresponding to the most inter*esting situation) will be considered, 
Th,at is, it wili be assumed that the original chain P(t)\ is either transient (E = 0) or 
ergodic (E I = 1, eij = ej > 0 for all j E n), and similarly that the modified chain 
P*(t) is (zither transient (E* = 0) or ergodic on S (E*l = 1, e Tj = er; for i, j E S). 
Note &hat for P*(t) ergodic on S, Theorem 1.8 applies and C is given by (1.17). 
On the other hand, if P*(t) is transient, assunrption (b) is not sufficient to justify the 
limit under the summation sign. To strengthen it, put on S any ordering isomorphic 
to that of the positive integers, a:id assume that for i E S: 
VJf WI - 4ii) = 0 for (every j E LL (b b 0 
This condition is satisfied frequently in applications. 
E~INMW 1.9, Under condition (M) and (bo), ad for E” = 0, the compensation 
kernel C and the compensation measure PC vanish identically. 
Proof. For every i, j E I7 : 
Cij = lim Cij(t) = lim C, prk(t)(l#:j- qkj) 
1-0 I--~w &ES 
because E “1 = 0, so the Helly argument applies:; cf. [S, Theorem 4.4.11. Moreover, 
PC = 0 by the dominated convergence theorem. Cl 
Thus, of practical importance is the case when P*(t) is ergodic on S. 
Theorem 1.10. For franGent P(t) and for P*(t) ergodrk on S, the invariant measure 
h * = pE* and the compensation measure p = pC satisfy (under assumptiotrs of 
Theorem 1 A): 
h*=pU (1.20) 
p=A*(-Q). (I .22) 
Proof. Write the second resolvent equation in the form: 
apu*a = apU” -I- ,=ua, CJ! >o 
where pa = cupCa. Since 11 p II< 00 and au; s 1, (CYU 77 s 1, the dominated con- 
vergence theorem implies that (pointwise): 
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By Theorem 1.8 pa -)p as ar 40, and 1(&o% Write: 
paUp = 2 pp(i)uf;= 
i 
7 [p”(i)--p(i)]ut+ 2 p(i)u;. 
i 
Since 245 s uij, the dominated convergence theorem implies that the first term tends 
to zero and the second to Zip(i)uij. Hence 
lim paUa = PU. 
a-0 
Consequently, pE* = #XL Now, A * := gE * is invariant, and (1.17) yields p = 
@= n*(- 0). cl 
In matrix notation: 
E*=cU (l-22) 
or, in terms of components: 
eTj= c Cikukj i E SC, j E S 
k * 
+C ckukj ES&ES 
k 
because it follows from (1.17) that in the present case Cii = c, for i E S, j E S. 
Remark. The argument above actually shows that (1.211) holds irrespective of P(t) 
being transient or not. For discrete parameter chains this was noticed in [l], 
extending the analogue of Thieorem 1 .lO for such chains in [ 191. Cl 
When P(t) is ergsdic, elements of U are infinite, and the limiting passage can be 
made precise with the help of the fundamental matrix Z. In order not to interrupt 
the main discuslsion, only the definition of _Z is given now, and examination of its 
existence and ilts properties is postponed to a future paper. 
Definition Ml. The matrix Z” = (a&) defined termwise by 
r” 
‘i- = .& 
I 
I e-“‘(P(t) - E)dt, a! > 0 .o 
(1.23) 
where E is the ergodie matrix of P(t), is called the ergo&c resolverat (or the ergo& 
a, -pterttia!i) of the Markov semi-group. 
The finite limit Z = iim,-co Z=, if it exists, with 
z= 
I 
#r (P(t)- E)dr’ 
0 
(1.24) 
is called the ~tindumental matrix (or the ergodic ptential) of the chain. 
In order to make use of Z”, the following straightforward lemma will be needed: 
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2. Let C(t) be the time dependent compensatiorz kernel (Definition 1 6_“) 
and let E be the erglndic matrix of the original chain. Then: 
C(t)E = 0, t 2 10 (1.25) 
(in particular, Q *F = 0). 
Proof. Direct computation from the fact that row sums of C(t) vanish1 and row 
sums of E are identical. 0 
Put C(t :I = 0 for t < 0, and using Lemma 1 .12 one can write (1.8) in the form: 
Pjt j = P(t) + 
I 
O1 C(t - s)[P(s)- E]ds, 2 20. (1.26) 
0 
Taking transforms (with convolution integral) yields the following basic equa- 
tion: 
w *a = U” + C”Z”, cy > 0 (1.2*7) 
which will replace the second resolvent equation (1.10) in the foregoing Theorem 
1.14. From this one obtains, in analogy with (1.13), the new form of the second 
resolvent equation for the: ergodic case: 
U*&[I - (Q* - Q)Z”] = W”, a >O. (1.28) 
Evidently, the factorization equation (1.12) remains valid independently of Z” or 
U” being used. 
The following lemma will be needed to justify limits under ihe summation sign in 
the foregoing Theorem 1.14. Recall the well known relations connecting transition 
probabilities pii (t) with the first passage distributions E](t); see 83). Ir, terms of their 
Laplace transforms, these relations are for all i, j E II ; a > 0: 
u& = f;u; U# j), u; = ((a, + @)_'(l - fi)-‘. 
Denote by mij (for i# j) and mj the miean first entrance time to j (from i,‘I and the 
mean first return time to j, respectively. For an ergodic chain: 
Lemma 1.13. In an ergodic chain, fiw every i, j E II and a % 0: 
0:s $5 7"' II - ij s my. : 
Note that for cx :> 0: 
a- Z~-tij- eA ;- uq Q = ui(l - f$sO. 
- f ;)/a! = iw,g l;, 
tion corresponding %a 
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where gt is the Laplace 
I!#).. Hence for (Y > 0: 
transform of the lifetime distribu- 
Lemma 1.13 in!dicates that 1 ~$1 cannot be bounded uniformly in i. This is in 
contrast o 0 G US < I..+ for transient chains. Hence the method used in Theorem 
1.18 for the transient case does not carry over to the ergodic case, and further 
restrictions must be imposed. See condition (5) below. 
following theorlem it is assumed that the ergodic potential Z exists. 
IXscussilon of existence conditions and of properties of 2 is postponed to the 
companion paper on ergodic pot(ential theory. It suffices to mention here that if the 
second taoment of the first return time to each state is finite, then the fundamental 
matrix i?: exists. S:e also [7,12,16,1&, 20,21,32]. 
Theorem 6J4. FQI ergodic P(t) and for P*(t) ergo&c on S, the invariant measures 
A * = @‘*, A = PE and the compensation measure p = PC such that: 
C lP(i)mi,ii<*, .iWZ 
i 
0 S 
satisfy (under the assumptions of Theorem 1.8): 
A”= A + pz (1.29) 
p=h*(-Q). (1.30) 
roof. Write the second 1Y;rssoIvent equation (1.27) in thie form: 
apu*= = WU” + p”Z”, Q[ >o 
where p” = CU~C”. Since 11 p 11 <: *, the dominated convergence theorem implies 
that (pointwise): 
Eim tqdl*” = pE’, a-4 ‘lim arpU” = pE. Or-Gi 
.By Theorezn J.?, p’” -+ p as TV -a* 0, and 11~ II< 00. Write: 
t Under condition (s) tile ;1;2s! t~s’~i ‘ereds to Xip(i)t,, and! the first term goes to 0. 
Indeed, since pl = 0, one CS~ w8 Ire: 
p(i)z;;l= -- p(ij(x$ - st). 
I i 
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Furthermore, IIp 11 G211 p 11 b l < 6~. Hence using Lemma 1.13: 
Consequently, the dominated convergence theorem applies and (pointwise): 
Similarly, for the first term. Hence: 
Consequently, FE” = PE + ,@IZ, which is (1.29). Furthermore, (1.17) yields p = 
PC = PE *( - Q) which is (1.30). U 
In matrix notation: 
E* = E -f- cz (1.31) 
This is the fundamental equation linking E * and E in terms of the compensation 
kernel C and the fundamental matrix 2. Using (1.17), it can be put in the form 
corresponding to (1.28): 
E*[I-(Q*-Q)Z]=E (1.32) 
which expresses E * directly in terms of matrices ;Iss&ated wit!1 the original chain 
and its perturbation. Equation (1.32) was obtained by J. IEieilson [13] in his 
treatment of the perturbation method; it has been also used by P. Schweitzer [27] 
for finite chains. Since rows of E are identical, so must be the rnws on the left hand 
side in (1.32). This is indeed the case as shown in the next pyogosition. (I am 
indebted to E. Arjas for calling my attention to this proposition.) 
Proposition lJ5. Let P(t) be ergo&c, and let P*(t) be ergo&c on S. Tkttm the 
sub-matrix E tr has identical’ rows: 
eTic e; for ifs’,, jES, C zf= 1. 
jES 
Consequently, the compensatrion kernel C bus all rows identical: 
Cij = Cp fori,jEll 
Let di and Csr (for i E SC) be the probab 
the original and the modified chain, respectively. As shown in Se&an f 
and p”(t) is ergodic on 
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cii = C eXQq$- qk,)=ci, for i, j E l7. q 
kes 
Ergodicit~~ 3f P(t) and of P*(t) (on S) imply that invariant measures in Theorem 
I.13 are ,A = (pl)e and A * = (p l)eP, where e and e* are ergadic distributions 
given by rows of E and E*, respectively. Moreover, A *E * = A * implies that A a’ has 
support ott S, and is actually invariant on S for the <modified chain. Hence, equation 
(1.31) in the component form is, by Proposition 1.15: 
eT= iHJ,jEfS 
k 
with r(a 7, = e f = 0 ffor j EI SC. These expressions are basic for the determination ofe f 
in terms of quantities cI, z~/ and eb 
In particular, taking ffor p the initial distribution v of the original chain, one 
finds that p(j) = &C)(j) = ci, and that equation (1.29) becomes now: 
0 = ej + C ckztij, 
k 
et= ej + c ckzkj, 
k 
The first aquatiaa may be 
determines e7 explicitly. 
pzS” 
(1.33) 
j E s. 
used to determine ck, and then the second equation 
Finally, when P*(t) is transient, one has from Lemma 1.9 that C = 0, whereas 
(1.9) indicates that 
l&inJ C” = I O” C(t)dt = U*(Q’ - Q) == - I + U*( - Q) 0 
is finite. It follows that for P(t) transient or ergodic, the second resolvent equation 
(1 .lO), when mu1tiplie.d by a, vanishes identically as a + 0. 
1.6. Exam.pltes 
Example 1. Perhaps the most striking, example (which goes back to J. Keilson) of 
the interplay between the compensation method and the perturbation model is 
provided by the classical queueing system M/M/l. As it is well known, the time 
dependent solution for the distribution of the queue length is indeed obtained by 
the penturbation of a chain which is a difference of two Poisson processes. 
Let 1i = (0, 2 I, * 2,. . . ) and take S = (0, 1,2,. . . ). Suppose that the original 
chain is just a simiple random wa.lk on all integers, defined by: 
A, j =i+l, 
qt.j = p, ,f=i-1, 
0, otherwise, 
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for aAl i, j E Z& where A and CL are positive constants, such that A < cc. 
Let the modified chaia be obtained by regarding the state 0 as a barrier, in the 
sense that whenever the orig,inai chain enters the negative integers SC, it is brought 
back to the state 0. In other words, the replacement matrix RI2 (for i 6: SC, j E S) is 
defined by: 
I 
1, for i < 0, j = 0, 
rjj = 
0, for i <O,j >O. 
It is now evident that the matrix Q% (for i E S, j E S) for the modified chain is 
given by: 
A, for j = i + 1, i = 0,, 1, . . ., 
q:*j= y, forj=i-l,i=lJ ,..., 
0, otherwise, 
I 
A, for ii = 0, 
q+ 
A + p, for ri = I., 2, li . ., 
which is of course the familiar M/M/l queue. 
For the original chain, the transition probabilities are found t 
fori,j=O, -Cl, A.2 ,..., where Ik (x) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind 
of order k, and &(x) = ,3-&). It is known that the above expression for pii is the 
distribution of the difference of two Poisson processes with parameter A and cl, 
respectively. Furthermore, for A # CL, the random walk P(r) is transient. It can be 
found that the components of the Green potential U are (for A < p): 
(p -;+)i-‘, for i-i =0,1,2,... 
Uj-i = 
(p - A)-*, for j-i = -1, -2,... . 
On the other hand, the modified chain restricted to S is ergodic, and ~$(t) fo 
queue length distribution in the M/M/l queue. The explicit 
are very cumbersome, but will not be needed here. The erg 
course geometric: 
4?:=(l-;)(t): j=O,l,... . 
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An easy calculation shows that the compensation 
non-zero columns corresponding toi = - 1 and i 
kernels C(r) and C have only two 
= 0 (with identical rows for C): 
and crl (2) = crl = 0, otherwise. The relation E* = CU yields now: 
87 = CI&.l,j + C&(Jj, i = 0, I,. . ., 
xpresws the ergodic distribution of the queue length in 
en potantial, of a random walk which is a difference of the Poisson 
and the Poisson service process. 
terms of tli\e 
input procc~s 
Wt is of interest to remark that what has been done here, corresponds to the 
following “perturbation” argument. The (Fj-equation for the unrestricted random 
walk P(t) is: t 
and ill 
The 
gers is 
dpij (t)/cJt = Q,,-,(t) - (A + p )pig (1) + /qi,j+t(t) 
holds for all iJ = 0, -? II, &2,. . . . 
corresponding (I?*)-equation for the P*(t) restricted to non-negative inte- 
of course of the same form for i = 0, 1, . . . and i = 1,2,. . ., but for i = 0 it is ,
reduced to: 
dp f&)fdt z= - Ap to(t) + ppL(t) 
for i z= 0, 1, . . . . Hence, b!j equation (1.8) the solution is: 
I 
’ I, f,(t) = pr.j (t) + 
I 
Ck-l(t - r)p--l,j(T)d7 + Cio(t - T)pij(r)dr, 
0 I 0 
for i, ./ = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
The perturba.tion method, therefore, expresses the solution of the restricted 
equatjQn in terms of a solution of the unrestricted equation, by compensating 
modil”acfl&on due to the boundary at state 0. This is of course the analogue of 
Wier~- -Hopf technique, as noted by Keilson [14] and by Prabhu [25Ja 
the 
the 
~X~~~I~ a. In tfiis example, the transient chain remains transient after perturba- 
ti~+l;r. Let IP = (0, 1,2,. . .) and take Is’” = (0). Define: 
r A, for i=O,l,..., j=i+E, qdli = 
‘\ 
,ec, for i = l,j I= 0, 
0, otherwise (i# j), 
A, for i = 0, 
q = A-+, fori=:l, 
A, for i = 2,3,. . . . 
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The chain P(t) differs from the Poisson process only by allowing states 0 and 1 to 
communicate with each other. The perturbation wiilI destroy this link, and will 
produce the- pure Poisson process. Thus, take: 
I 
2, @c)r j = 2, 
t()j = 
0, foil, j = 2,3, . . . . 
I 
A, for j = i + 2, i = 0,2,. . ., 
y Isl! S-i 
0, otherwise; 
a: =L: for i=O,2,2 ,..., 
anti lBs(i] ir; the Poisson process on &f. 
One can easily find that all elements ~(2) vanish, except: 
c:tl(t) = - p L(t)p, cll(Q = p%(t)p. 
Consequent lly, C vanishes identically. 
Examsplc 3. This example shows that the ergodicity of the original ckaiG does not 
imply the ergodicity of the modified chain. Consider again the M.!M/2 queueing 
system, and let P(t) refer to the distribution of the queue length. Thus Q is given 
by: 
A, for j = i + 2, i = 0,2,. . ., 
4&j = 
I p, forj=i=2,i=2,2, 
1 
A, for i = 0, 
91 =: 
A+, fori=2,2 ,..., 
and cij = 0 otherwise. Assume A < p so the original chain is ergodic. Let the state 
space 1T7 =(0,2,2, l . l ) be divided into two infinite subsets of even and odd integers: 
s =(0,2,4 )... ), SC = (2,3,5,. . .). 
The perturbation is executed in the following manner: whenevler the chain 
the odd state, it is moved to the next larger even state, Thus, for J = 0,2,4,. . . 
r$j”rLi+l=f fori=1,3,5,..., and rij = 0 otherwiie. 
It may be easily verifie at the matrix is: 
q+=h for i=3,2,3 ,*.., 
A, j = i + 2, 
* se 
q rj -- 
0, otherwise. 
Thus, the modified thain P*(t) is Poisson on S, hence transient. This example is of 
Mere St because it indicates how perturbation ‘*extracts” the Poisson process from 
the h I/M/~ queue. 
After careful calculations one finds that for i = 0, 1,2,. . . 
Co; .;st‘:qucntly, cii ~0. Itt follows from (1.70) that the equation 
ruU”*=(I+C”)iYU* tw>0 
vanishes identically as 13~’ + 0. 
Finally, it can be shown (by rather tedious ~al~uIatio~s~ thatthe ergodic potential 
2 for the ~~~~~ queue fengtb is given by: 
i - 
&l p) [l - (i + j a I)(3 - p&d], for j = 0, 1, . . ., i - I 
wher:*: p = h/p <: 1. One has here :C~+ .rij = 0 for all i, as it should be. 
Suppose that the original chain P(r) is the Poisson process on 
integers, n = (Q, I ) 2, + . . j with a parameter A. tet E be a fixed integer, and define 
s =(O,ll.**,n), SC=(nf1,n+2,...)* 
~ber,~~v~r thechain is in the set S’, it is returned to the state 0, so for i 3 m + 1: 
I 
1, for 1 = 0, 
Pii = 
0, forU<j<n 
(K. ! hat the chain does not leave 5”, so Qrz = 0). 
%! ic easy to check that for the modi~ed chain on S one has 
4 T = A (I = 0, 11, , . .+ n), 
A, for i =&I,..., pz -1, 
qtj= A, fori=r&j=O 
0, otherwise 
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(fgjr 0 G i, j :S n). The modified chain on S goes from 0 successively through all 
states and on reaching ti, returns to 0. The ergodic distribution on S is clearly: 
* 1 ej = n-i3 j = 0, 1, . . ., n. 
On the other hand, the modified chain on SC is transient (Poisson), and both sets S 
and SC are closed for the modified chain. 
Furthermore: 
6 
0 
0 
Cij(t)=’ -pT”(t)h 
0 
. pL(t)A 
Now, for the Poisson process 
relation E* = CU is verified 
1 A I -=-.- 
n-U n-l-l A’ 
for iES’,jEII 
for iES,j=n+2,n+3,... 
foriES,j=n+I-,---&=ci,.+, 
for i E S,j = 1,. . ., n 
A 
for iES,j==O-+n+l=Ci,o. 
Uij = l/A for j 2 i, t+ = 0 for j < i. Consequently, the 
on S by 
Example 5. This example indic,c<c that the replacement matrix R can make the 
set S non-irreducible for the modified chain. 
Consider the original ergodic chain P(b), determined by: 
401 = A, q13 = A, q20 = A, 
qi,i+l= A for i 3 3, 
4. * 1.1-l =p foria3, 
(qij = 0 otherwise for i, j 
I 
A, i = 0, 1,2, 
qi = 
hi-p,. for iB3 
=O,l,...) 
Take SC = (0, 11 and S = (2,3,. D _). When the chain enters SC, it is returned to the 
state 2. Thus: 
ro2 = 1, QQ = 0, for j a 3, 
r12 =: 1, rl, = 0, for j 2 3. 
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It is easily seen that in the matrix Q f2 for the modified chain on S, the state 2 is 
absorbing (4: = 0) whereas 
qT,i-1 zzz #b q T,i+r = A: q’:=hfp fori=3,4,... . 
Consequer-rtly, the modified chain on S is not irreducible. 
Consider again the pe:twrbation model and the replacement mechanislm de- 
scribed in Sections 1.2-5.3. For the transitions of the modified chain inside the 
closed set S one has Prom the (IF*)-equation, written in the partitioned form: 
dP%(t)/dt = K,(t)Q;, = P%(t)Qa + &(t). 
Thus, the influence of transitions within S” and from SC into S, governed by Q1, and 
Q12, enters indirectly through P:*(t). It is therefore feasible that with a suitable 
choice of Qrl and Qlz9 the transition probabilities for S, that is P&(t), may have 
specL1 forin. The following example illustrates uch a possibility. 
2.1. &akin condition 
This example is the specialization of transformations of the state space consi- 
dered lay Dynkin for a general Markov process. For the perturbation model 
considered here, the transformation y maps A? into S, and has the form: 
i c for i E S, vi = (2 1) . l for i CZ $F 
where i E S is a “return state.” 
Dynkin conditions imposed on the transition probabilities of the process 
specialize for the original MC. under consideration as follows. For every i and i’ in 
LI such that ri = yi’:: 
for every j in S. 
I-IeK:, r-‘j = (i: yi = j), and r-‘j = j if no state in SC is mapped on j E S. Write 
for every j E S: 
A(i) = SC n r-*j 
and note that sets A (j), some of which may be empty, fbrm a partition of SC. Thus: 
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Qbserve that the condition yi = yi’ is satisfied for: 
(a) i E S,i’eS whenever i = i’, 
(b) i E SC, i’ E SC whenever i and i’ are mapped on the same element,+ say r, in S; 
that’s when i and‘ i’ are in the same set A (r), 
(c) i E SC, i’E S whenever yi =t i’; that’s when i E A(i’). 
Consequently, condition (D) accounts for the following special form of the matrix 
P(t). In its partitioned form, the sub-matrices &(t) and P&), corresponding to 
.&P(t), are arbitrary. Indeed, by (a) condition (D) is trivially satisfied for i and i’ 
in S. 
Thus, condition (D) affects only sub-matrices Ptt(b) and P&), corresponding to 
&P(t). Suppose that i is in SC. When i E A(r) for some t E S, then by (c), i’ = t and 
condition (D) becomes: 
c Pik(t)+PO(t)= kETtil prk(t)+pd(t) 
LEA(j) 
for j E S. Note that when 14(j) = 8, then (2.2) reduces to 
J%(t) z prj(t); j# r. 
Furthermore, for i and i’ in the same A(r), condition (D) indicates, in view of (b), 
that the left-hand side of (2.2) is invariant for every i E A(r). 
Consequently, in sub-matrix &(f) with j E S and for rows in the same set 
A(r) C SC, elements of the jth column such that A(j) = fl are i entical, namely 
prj (t ). Elements in other columns correslponding to the non-empty A (j) (including 
j = r) must be matched with corresponding colu:mns of t.he sub-matrix P,#) 
according to equation (2.2). This leaves some flexibility in the choice of Pii in the 
sub-matrix P,,(t). 
Such a form of the matrix P(t) satisfying condition (D) deter mines the form of 
the matrix Q = (qij)* For i E S and for j E fl, the intensities qii are arbitrary. For 
i E SC, relations among the qii are obtained from (2.2). Since A(j) and A (P) are 
disjoint for j# r, then fci i E A (r): 
c qik + qij = 
LEA(j) 
(2*3) 
for j# r, whereas for j = r: 
- qi + kEq(,j qik + qir = c qrk - qr* 
kEA(r) 
k#i 
And as before, the left-hand sides of the above expressions are invariant for every 
i E A (r). Moreover, when A (j) = 0, then qii = q,j (j# I). Again, (2.3 
This particular choice of means that in the partitioned matrix 
Qzl and Qz2 are arbitrary. 12, for rows in the same set 
the jth column such that A (j) = 0 are identical, namely q* Ele 
columns corresponding to the non-empty A(j) (including j = r) must be mrttched 
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with corresponding columns of Q 11 lnccording to equation (2.3). As before, the 
restriction is essentia ly on Qtl with tjome flenibility allowed in Q,,. 
emrark. 
say s: 
In the special case when all states in SC are mapped on a single state in S, 
yl: = i for i E S, yi = s for i E SC, 
one has A. (j) = 8 for every j E S such that j# s, and A(s) = SC. Considerable 
simplification is now achieved, because elements in Q1* are now arbitrary and 
qr, = qgi for every i E S’, j# s with qis adjusted according to (2.3). See Section 
2.4. C‘J 
2.2. Deterministic replacement 
Consider now the modified M.C. vith the matrix Q* obtained by the perturba- 
tion procedure described earlier in Section 1.2, ancl applied to the special matrix Q 
satisfying condition (D). As already ‘explained, the sub-matrices Qtl and Q T2 
coincide, respectively, with Qmt and Q1;!, Q gr vanishes, and the elements qtj of Q f2 
are defined by (l-2). 
Proposition 2.1. With the intensi!y matrix Q = (qij) satisfying condition (D), the 
perturbation .metitlod yields far i arad j &M S, the solution of the form : 
PTXt)= kz_,j pnk(t)=H)ij(t)+ C pi&(f) 
k&t(J) 
(2 4) . 
for any n such that yn = i. In particular, p T,(t) := pii (t) when A(j) = 8. 
The result follows from the Dynkin theorem [8, Theorem l&3]); Dynkin 
considers the process (r(X,),O s t < 60) with the state space S. El 
Alternatively, it can be verified directly that prj(t) given by (2.4) satisfy the 
(F*)-equation, when the original pij(t) satisfy condition (I)). Calculations are . 
considerably simplified with the help of matrix notation, and with the special form 
of R determined by y. 
The: mapping y corresponds in effect to the deterministic replacement matrix I?. 
Indeeld, from the definition of y it follows that in the sub-matrix RI2 each row has 
all elements 0, except one which is 1. That is, for i E SC, j EE S: 
I! 
1, for i EA(j), 
rij = (2 ) 5 .L
0, for igA(j), 
for non-empty 14 (j); and rdj = 0 every j such that A(j) is empty. 
the definition of y implies that = 0 and & = I, as before. 
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Using (2.3, the equation (2.2), expressing condition (D), can be written in the 
matrix form as: 
and assertion (2.4) concerning transition probabilities on S, is in the matrix form: 
P%(t) = P&)&z + &(t) (27) 
(the seconri half of (2.4) involving II is clearly (2.6) again). Evidently, one obtains 
from (2.6) the matrix form of (2.3): 
where the expression for Q & obtained from (2.7) coincides with (1.2), as it si,ould. 
Remark. It is immediate to verify that P;:!(t) given by Proposition 2.1 saltisfies the 
(F*)-equation on S. Using (2.6)-(2.8), differentiation of (2.7) yields: 
dP:z(t)/dt = dPzl(t)/dtR,z -+ dP&)Jdt 
= [Pzl(t)Q,, + Pzz(t)Qa]& + [P&)Qtz +h(t)Q~zl 
= Pz&)(Q,,Rn + 6~) 1’ &(t)(Q,, RI* + Q,,) 
= Pz,(t)&zQfz + Pz(t)Q% = Pfz(t)Qiz, 
which is the (F*)-equation. 
Solution (2.4) looks curious when compared with the general solution (1.8), 
because in component form one has for i and j in S: 
I * C Cik (t - s)pki(s)ds = C pik (t)- 0 k ke:A(j) C-9 
From (2.4) in agreement with (1.2) it follows that for i and j in S: 
and the sum is 0 when AC) is empty (then q t = qi). Consequently, by (1.4), the 
elements Cij (t) must have a special km under condition (D). Verification that (2.9) 
holds is tantamount to proof of Proposition 2.1. 
Relations (2.6)-(2.7) can be put in the form: 
P(t)R = RP*(t), (2.10) 
with QR = RQ *. But neither this relation nor Proposition 2.1 make any assertion 
about the form of sub-matrices Ptl(t) and Pt2(t). As already mentioned in Section 
1.4, PTl(t) has as elements the taboo probabilities ~di(t). 
Under conditbn (D): 
12 + Pfz(t) = PI,(O) (2.11) 
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or, equivakwtly, 
P*(t)R = HP*(t). (2.12) 
roof, It, is more convenient to work with resolvents. First note that (1.9) gives: 
Hence $IX.J” is obtained, and then from (1.10) one has: 
where the second equality follows from the transformed equation (2.6). Hence, by 
elimination: 
which is (2.11). 
Thle relations (2.: 9 and (2.1;!) yield (2.8) and Q V? = RQ *, respectively. 
X3. Ergodic chain 
Suppose now that the origiltal MC. is ergodic and that the limit matrices E and 
13’ satisfy the conditions listed in Section 1.5. Then, one has: 
Theorem 2.4. EJnder conditiw (D), the firnit matrix E * for the modified chain is : 
Et* = 0, E:Z. = El’**+ E&z, 
(2.13) 
or, incomponentform,c$=eT=OforiEl19 jES”, ande$=eT foriW7, jES 
with common value given by : 
e 7 = ej -I- 1: ek, j E S. 
kEA(j) 
(2.14) 
Proof. The f’ilst assertion follows from (2.11). Also,, (2.14) for transitions on S 
follows from (2.4). El 
Note that Et2 has identical rows (independent from i); this may also be seen 
from the limit form of (2.11). 
Comparison of (2.14) with (1.3:U) indicates th3t on 
ck&j = ek 
k k@=ACI) 
(2.15) 
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which is not an obvious relation. Note 1:hat the assertion of Theorem 2.4 can be 
summarized as 
E’ = ER, (2.16) 
so E (R -+ I) = CZ. 
2.4. Examples 
It may be convenient to recall that the Dynkin condition (D) 
when all states in SC are mapped on a single state s in S, that 
i E SC, j E s to: 
implies in the case 
(2.3) simplifies for 
I 4e 
for j# s, 
qij = 
- qs + qi - ti + f, 2 0, for j = s, 
where 
whereas qij are arbitrary for i E S, j E ZI and for i E SC, j E S’, provided &q~~ = q& 
for every i E l7. 
The ergodic solution from (2.14) simpl.ifies now to: 
ej, for j# s, 
* ej= 
es f 2 ek, for j = s. 
keSc 
Thle following two examples refer to this Gtuation, whereas the last example treats 
more general replacements. 
Example 6. Let 1’ consist of three states 0, 1 and 2, and take S’ = (0) and s = 2. 
Suppose that the matrix 0 satisfying the above conditions is of the form given 
below; the corresponding modified matrix Q * must take the form indicated/ below: 
It is easy to see that the ergodic distributions are: 
eo=el=- l” A 
A-+-2$ ez=Af2P, 
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Hence, in agreement with (2.14): et := el, e? = el! + eo. 
It is lof interest to look at the time dependent solution. Write 
Then, an easy calculation shows that 
pm(t) = a + (1 - c )e-“’ + ace+ +2P)‘, 
pal(t) = a - u e-(A+2cL)t = p2,( t), 
pm(t) = b - (1 - c)eDyt + be’(“+2P)r, 
plo(t) = a - ae-(A+2P)t, 
pII = a + (1 - a)e-(A+2fi)t, 
prz(t) = b - be-(A+2P)t, 
p20( t)= a - c e-@’ + ac e-(A+2w)t, 
p21(t) = a - ae-(A+2P1t = pal(t), 
p&) = b + ce+ + bc e-lA +2r)r, 
p 8,(t) = e-ILI, 
pgl(t) z a - g~~-(A+2fi)‘, 
pg2(f) = 1 - a _ e-p’+ ~e-(A+2*): 
pro(t) = 0, 
p&(t) = a -I- 1(1 - a)e-(A+2@J’, 
pF2(t) = 1 - a - (1 - a)e-cr+2PJc, 
p5o(t) = 0, 
p r,(t) = a - ae’(A+2p)t, 
p&(t) = 1 - ca -+ ae-p+2cc)t. 
Evidently, relation (2.4) holds: 
p 7*(t) = pi I(t) 
PT2(f) = pi;!(t)+ piO(t) 
for i = 1,2. 
It follows that the matrix C(t) has the forri;l: 
-- pp&(t) 0 ,Fcpw 
-- pp &(t) 0 luPT#) 
- pp k(t) 0 lupG(Q 
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Then, simple calculation verifies that solutions given by (1.8) and (2.4) indeed agree, 
as they should. 
Furthermore, al1 three rows of the Emit matrix C are idlentical: 
co = -pa, ct = 0, cz = pa, 
and zy are obtained immediately from ejcponential forms Bar 
cozot + c2z21 = 0 * 
cozo2 + c2zz2 = eo. 
Example 7. Consider the following variant of the usual M/M/l queue in which 
transition from the zero state is to the state 2 (instead of to state 1); other transitions 
are not affected. Take SC = (0) and s = 1. Then the matrix Q and the modified 
matrix ‘Q* are of the form: 
Note that transitions for the modified process Q* on S follow the ordinary 
M/M/l pattern. 
Assume p = h/p c 1. An easy caltulat ion shows that: 
I-p 
e0= l+p, 
l-p et= l+pP9 ei = (1 - p)pj+ for j B 2, 
e: = (1 - p)p’-* for j 2 1. 
Hence, relation (2.14) is satisfied: 
ej, for j > 1, 
e: = 
eI+eo=l-p, for j=l. 
Example 8. Consider the birth and d.eath process on the state space II = 
(0,1,2, _. . ) with coefficients Ai and pi, and qr = hi + gr for i = 1,2,. . . and 40 = hs 
for i = 0. 
Take S = (0,l) and S’ = (2,3,. . . ) and suppose that it is required to “fold” the 
process on two states 0 and 1 in such a way that if the process is in the even state in 
S” it is returned to 0, and if it is in the odd state in S’ it is returned to 1. 
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Suppose further that it is required that condition (D) be satisfied. This leads to 
the following variant of the usual birth and death process. Let ho, h, a(tld pcl be 
arbitrary. Then Ai and pi in SC are subjected to a single requirement: 
ii Al + @I, for i = 3,5,7, . . . , 
Ai + gi = 
1 !. ho, for i =2,4,6 ,... . 
This is the condition (D) in the present case; see (2.2) and (2.3). Note also that 
A (0) = (;!, 4,6, . . , ) and A (1) = (3,5,7, . . . ). It can be verified that && = 0, and 
the 2-by-12 matrix QJ? 12 has a11 terms 0 except he one with indices 1,O which is Al. 
Hence the 2-by-2 matrix Q$ has coefficients 
qto= - ho, qk = A09 
qto= p1 + Al, qf*= - (p* + Al). 
Thus, the structure OF the modified matrix Q* is determined completely. 
Let e be the elsgodic distribution corresponding to matrix Q fulr the birth and 
death process under consideration. Then Theorem 2.4 yields the following expres- 
sions for the ergodic distribution on S for the modified process 
OD OD 
et = c e2k9 e?= c eZk+l 
k=O k=O 
which is a rather amusing result. See (2.14). 
Next, when z&, are known, then charges c& can be determined from (1.33); see 
also (1.31). 
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